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Wolf Conservation Center
Mission:
Founded in 1999, the Wolf Conservation Center (WCC) is a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit environmental
education organization working to protect and preserve wolves in North America through sciencebased education, advocacy, and participation in the federal recovery and release programs for two
endangered wolf species - the Mexican gray wolf and red wolf. The WCC's three 'ambassador wolves'
reside on exhibit where they help teach the public about wolves and their vital role in the
environment. Through wolves, the WCC teaches the broader message of conservation, ecological
balance, and personal responsibility for improved human stewardship of our world.

Wolf Recovery Highlights:

43

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED PUPS

Every new arrival represents a
priceless contribution to the
recovery of their rare and at-risk
species.

3

WOLVES RELEASED TO THE WILD

Since 2013, we've given three critically
endangered wolves the opportunity
to claim their rightful places in the
wild.

3 WOLVES RESCUED
Offering refuge to three wolves rescued from
federal lethal control, the WCC remains the
preeminent facility for wild wolf rescue.
While we are privileged to have the important
task of caring for wild-born wolves, we grieve
for the wild lives they lost.

Contact the WCC:
Website - nywolf.org
Facebook/Instagram - Wolf Conservation Center
Twitter - @nywolforg
Email - info@nywolf.org
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Virtual Education Programs
Overview:
The Wolf Conservation Center is excited to offer a variety of virtual programming options for
schools, corporate groups, families, and more. The programs fall under two main categories, Virtual
Webinars and Virtual Field Trips, but can be tailored to meet the interests of a particular group.
Virtual Webinars
Virtual webinars are taught by a WCC educator specifically for the booking party - groups can
choose from a variety of program topics, ranging from animal adaptations to critically endangered
wolf recovery efforts. Each program is a 45-minute immersion into the wild world of wolves!
Teachers: These programs are intended to supplement classroom-based lesson plans and offer an
in-depth look at wolves and their ecological importance. Programs are suitable for elementary –
college aged students and align with various Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS).
Program Options

Wolves of North America

Learn about the history, ecology, and biology of wolves,
and discuss the current challenges facing wolf recovery
across the United States.

Nature's Course: Wolves of Isle Royale

Learn about the National Park Service's recent
efforts to restore Isle Royale National Park's wolf
population.

Saving A Species

Join a WCC wolf expert to learn what it takes to
help save a species from the brink of extinction.

Animal Adaptations

Learn about wolf superpowers - how their ears,
feet, legs, and coats are all specially designed to
allow a wolf to thrive in its native habitat.
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Virtual Education Programs
Virtual Field Trips
Virtual field trips allow viewers to learn about wolves in North America, all while seeing the WCC’s
ambassador wolves. There's even a chance to potentially see endangered red wolves and Mexican
gray wolves! Note: Red wolves and Mexican gray wolves are quite elusive so we cannot guarantee
that you will see these wolves during your scheduled virtual visit.
Depending on the age of the audience, a WCC educator will discuss wolf biology, behavior, recovery
efforts, the ecological role of wolves, and more.
This program is approximately 45 minutes in length and a flat fee of $200 is required to reserve one
program.
Students will meet:

Alawa

Zephyr

Nikai

Teachers: These programs are intended to supplement classroom-based lesson plans and offer an
in-depth look at wolves and their ecological importance. Programs are suitable for individuals of all
ages and can be hosted on Zoom or another preferred distance learning platform.

How to Schedule a Virtual Program:

1

Determine which program (webinar or field trip) you'd like to reserve.

2

Email visit@nywolf.org with your preferred program and three (3) potential dates and times for the
program to occur. Our education team will respond and initiate the scheduling process.

3

Prepare your students for an exciting, educational experience! Watch the WCC's live-streaming
webcams to learn more about wolves and their behaviors.

